Advances in laser technology have driven the development of laser-wakefield accelerators, compact devices that are capable of accelerating electrons to GeV energies over centimetre distances by exploiting the strong electric field gradients arising from the interaction of intense laser pulses with an underdense plasma. A side-effect of this acceleration mechanism is the production of high-charge, low-energy electron beams at wide angles. Here we present an experimental and numerical study of the properties of these wide-angle electron beams, and show that they carry off a significant fraction of the energy transferred from the laser to the plasma. These high-charge, wide-angle beams can also cause damage to laser-wakefield accelerators based on capillaries, as well as become source of unwanted bremsstrahlung radiation.
INTRODUCTION
Laser-wakefield acceleration is a promising technique to produce high-energy electron beams by high-power lasers available now in many university-scale laboratories. [1] [2] [3] [4] The radiation pressure of an intense laser pulse propagating in an underdense plasma or ionized gas expels background electrons radially outward, while leaving the heavier ions stationary. This results in the formation of an ion cavity ("bubble") trailing behind the laser pulse, with the electrons forming a dense sheath around the bubble. This charge separation creates a strong electric field that pulls electrons back after the laser passes, producing a large amplitude travelling plasma wave. Background electrons that enter the bubble and become trapped inside it are exposed to accelerating fields on the order of 100 GV/m, which is about three orders of magnitude greater than what is achievable in conventional radio-frequency cavities. 5 This results in the production of MeV-GeV scale electron beams over short distances. For example, electron beams of energy in excess of 4 GeV have been obtained in a 9 cm plasma waveguide powered by a 300 TW laser pulse. 6 Only a small fraction of plasma electrons can be injected into the bubble and laser-wakefield accelerators typically produce beams with a small charge at pC level, which is desirable when high-quality beams with short bunch length, narrow energy spread and low emittance are required, for novel radiation sources. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] There are, however, applications such as non-destructive-testing, ultra-fast studies in condensed matter, radiolysis, isotope production and radiotherapy that require high-charge, low-energy electron beams. [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] Ionization-assisted injection in high-Z or clustering gas targets has been explored to boost the charge to 100s pC at 10s-100s MeV energies. [20] [21] [22] At even lower energies, high-charge beams can be obtained by exploiting the little known property of laser-wakefield accelerators that intrinsically leads to MeV electrons at wide angles as part of the bubble formation process. [23] [24] [25] These oblique electrons typically have 1-2 MeV mean energy and nC-level total charge, and are distributed in a broad cone of 30
• -50
• half-angle with respect to the laser-propagation axis. Although potentially useful for some applications, these wide-angle beams can also have undesirable effects. If not properly dumped, they can produce a high flux of unwanted bremsstrahlung radiation and noise. They can damage equipments placed close to the accelerator, which is a particular concern for a set-up based on capillaries. These high-charge electron beams can also carry a large amount of energy out of the plasma, limiting the overall efficiency of the accelerator.
Here we present an overview of the properties of the wide-angle electron beams. In Section 2 we report numerical simulations of the mechanism leading to the emission of oblique electrons, and highlight differences in the spectral and angular distributions of wide-angle beams depending on whether high-energy forward electron beams are also produced. In Section 3 we present experimental measurements of the properties of wide-angle electron beams. In Section 4 we briefly discuss the results obtained.
NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
The interaction of a high-power laser beam with a helium gas jet is simulated both in 3D and 2D geometry using the particle-in-cell (PIC) code OSIRIS. 26 The laser pulse propagates along the x 1 direction and has a longitudinal sine-squared shape with full width at half maximum that is varied between 20 and 30 fs. The transverse profile is Gaussian and the beam size w 0 (radius at the 1/e 2 intensity point) is varied between 5 and 10 µm. The laser intensity I 0 is expressed in terms of the normalized vector potential a 0 = 8.
with λ L being the laser wavelength. Here, λ L = 0.8 µm. The focal plane is located at the entrance of a pre- The dynamics of electrons ejected from the plasma at wide angles is illustrated in Figure 1 , obtained from 3D PIC simulations of a 20 fs laser pulse with a 0 = 2 and spot size w 0 = 5 µm interacting with a plasma of density 2 × 10 19 cm −3 . Sample trajectories are provided in Figure 1a , superimposed on a snapshot of the electron density after 260 µm propagation distance, when a train of five non-linear wakes are visible behind the laser pulse. Electrons can reach energies up to about 3.5 MeV, as shown in Figure 1b . The acceleration mechanism can be inferred from the evolution of electron position and momentum, detailed in figures 1c-1h. The horizontal components x 2 and p 2 , which are parallel to the laser polarization direction, indicate that electrons initially oscillate in the laser electric field with little energy gain. Efficient acceleration is instead driven by the strong electrostatic forces experienced as the electrons stream in the dense sheath surrounding the bubble. Because of the cylindrical symmetry, horizontal and vertical components of the momentum obtain similar values at the end of the interaction.
The magnitude of the accelerating electric field is about 10-100 GV/m in all directions, with typical acceleration lengths of 10-20 µm in the laser propagation direction x 1 and 5-10 µm in the transverse directions x 2 and x 3 . This indicates that oblique electrons can travel along with the bubble and gain a larger longitudinal momentum, whereas the transverse acceleration is limited by the bubble size. Figure 2a shows that the highest energies are gained for electrons initially located off-axis by an amount close to the bubble radius, which is about 4 µm for the parameters of this simulation. Figure 2b shows that there is a correlation between the final energy and ejection angle, with higher energy electrons emitted closer to the laser propagation axis.
The properties of the accelerating structure can be tuned by varying laser and plasma parameters. 27 The strength of the electric field inside and around the bubble typically increases with the plasma density, but with a corresponding decrease in bubble size, and therefore in acceleration length for oblique electrons. Higher electron energies are more likely to be obtained for low plasma densities and large laser a 0 , where the bubble is bigger. This energy boost mostly affects the longitudinal momentum component, because of longer acceleration lengths, and the most energetic electrons are emitted at small angles, close to the laser propagation axis. On average, the properties of wide-angle electron beams depend weakly on laser and plasma parameters, especially at large angles, as shown below.
Wide-angle electron beams and no injection
In this section we describe the properties of wide-angle electron beams obtained from 3D PIC simulations for laser and plasma parameters that do not lead to the injection of background electrons inside the bubble. Therefore, high-energy forward electron beams are not produced. Examples of the angular and spectral distribution of wide-angle electron beams are presented in Figure 3 for three sets of plasma densities and laser parameters. Under these conditions injection does not occur and the accelerating structure evolves little during propagation. Oblique electrons are emitted in a hollow cone with angle of 20
• relative to the laser propagation axis, with a mean energy between 1 and 4 MeV. The electron energy depends on the angle, with the most energetic electrons emitted in the inner region of the cone, close to the laser propagation axis.
Plots in the left column are obtained for plasma density n e = 5 × 10 18 cm −3 , laser amplitude a 0 = 3, spot size w 0 = 8 µm and propagation distance 0.7 mm. Electrons are ejected in a hollow cone with a mean angle of 32
• and 10
• rms divergence. The mean energy is 3.9 MeV with 90% rms energy spread. The total charge is 2.7 nC. As expected for low densities and large a 0 , the bubble is relatively big, in this case with a radius of approximately 8 µm and speed of about 0.993c. The bigger size allows for longer acceleration distances, with a boost in longitudinal momentum. As shown by the dashed curve in Figure 3d , the electron energy increases up to about 10 MeV at small angles, close to the laser propagation axis. For angles larger than about 30
• , the electron energy is less than 2 MeV.
Plots in the middle column correspond to plasma density n e = 1 × 10 19 cm −3 , laser amplitude a 0 = 2, spot size w 0 = 7 µm and propagation distance 0.7 mm. The hollow area is wider, with no emission of more energetic electrons at angles smaller than 20
• . The mean angle of the cone is 38 • , with 6
• rms divergence, 1.2 nC total charge, 1.7 MeV mean energy and 40% rms energy spread. The bubble is smaller, about 5.5 µm in radius, and the speed is again 0.993c. The total charge is lower, because the plasma wave starts to decay after about 0.5 mm propagation and oblique electrons are no longer emitted (see Figure 4a) . The emission rate, plotted in Figure 4a , shows that the charge grows approximately linearly with propagation distance, until the plasma wave dies out. Because of the high charge, wide-angle electron beams can carry a significant fraction of the laser energy out of the plasma, as shown in Figure 4b , where the energy is expressed as a percentage of the initial laser energy, which is 391 mJ for a 0 = 3, w 0 = 8 µm, 134 mJ for a 0 = 2, w 0 = 7 µm and 68 mJ for a 0 = 2, w 0 = 5 µm.
Wide-angle electron beams and injection
In this section we describe the properties of wide-angle electron beams obtained from 3D PIC simulations for laser and plasma parameters that lead to the injection of background electrons inside the bubble, with the production of high-energy forward electron beams. Examples of the angular and spectral distribution of wide-angle electron beams are presented in Figure 5 for three sets of plasma densities and laser parameters. Under these conditions the shape and size of the accelerating structure can change significantly during propagation and the hollow cone described in the previous section fills in with electrons with energy up to about 10 MeV.
Plots in the left column are obtained for a plasma density n e = 1 × 10 19 cm −3 , laser amplitude a 0 = 4, spot size w 0 = 7 µm and propagation length 1 mm. The mean angle of the cone is 40
• , with 10 • rms divergence, 12.8 nC total charge, 2 MeV mean energy and 110% rms energy spread. The average bubble size over the propagation distance is approximately 8 µm and the speed is 0.991c. In comparison with the results obtained in the previous section for no injection, the charge is higher, especially at large angles, where electrons have lower energy. This is reflected in the mean energy, which is lower, since high-energy electrons ejected close to the laser propagation axis represent only a small fraction of the total charge.
Plots in the middle column are obtained for plasma density n e = 2 × 10 19 cm −3 , laser amplitude a 0 = 3, spot size w 0 = 7 µm and propagation length 0.5 mm. The mean angle of the cone is 38
• , with 13
• rms divergence, 10 nC total charge, 1.8 MeV mean energy and 115% rms energy spread. The average bubble size over the propagation distance is approximately 6 µm and the bubble travels at a speed of 0.976c. For these parameters the cone completely fills in with electrons. A horizontal band with higher charge density is visible parallel to the laser polarization direction. A similar feature is observed in the charge distribution measured experimentally and presented in Section 3.
Plots in the right column are obtained for plasma density n e = 4 × 10 19 cm −3 , laser amplitude a 0 = 3, spot size w 0 = 7 µm and propagation length 0.5 mm. The mean angle of the cone is 32
• , with 14
• rms divergence, 17 nC total charge, 2 MeV mean energy and 115% rms energy spread. The mean bubble size over the propagation distance is approximately 5 µm and the bubble travels at a speed of 0.952c.
The emission rate versus propagation distance is plotted in Figure 6a , which exhibits a wider variety of trends in comparison with the results obtained for no injection (Figure 4a ). High charges can be produced over short distances at high densities. At low densities the growth rate is slower, but it can be maintained for longer distances. Typically, the total charge of wide-angle electron beams grows linearly with density and quadratically with laser amplitude a 0 , or linearly with intensity, assuming that the frequency does not change much.
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Wide-angle electron beams can carry a significant fraction of the laser energy out of the plasma, as shown in Figure 6b , where the energy is expressed as a percentage of the initial laser energy, which is 535 mJ for a 0 = 4, w 0 = 7 µm and 301 mJ for a 0 = 3, w 0 = 7 µm.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The properties of wide-angle electron beams have been experimentally measured at the Advanced Laser-Plasma High-energy Accelerators towards X-rays (ALPHA-X) beam line. 28 A Ti:sapphire Chirp Pulse Amplification (CPA) laser system delivers 35 fs, 800 nm pulses with on-target energy of 900 mJ. The laser beam, polarized in the horizontal plane (x), is focused onto a gas jet by an f /18 spherical mirror to a vacuum spot size of 20 µm (radius at the 1/e 2 intensity point). The supersonic He gas jet is produced by a 2 mm diameter nozzle with plasma density 1-2 × 10 19 cm −3 . The laser peak intensity is 2 × 10 18 W/cm 2 , corresponding to a 0 ≈ 1, which grows to a 0 > 3 after about 0.5 mm propagation due to self-focusing. This results in the formation of a plasma channel with radius approximately 5 µm.
The spatial distribution of wide-angle electron beams is measured on a 21 × 17.5 cm 2 EBT2 Gafchromic dosimetry film 29 placed 4 cm in front of the nozzle. A 2 cm diameter hole is cut at the center to let the laser pass through. The distribution recorded after accumulating 70 shots is presented in Figure 7a , where a ring is visible at a 40
• angle from the laser propagation axis, with a width of 12 • . A band containing a higher charge density is visible along the horizontal axis, which is parallel to the laser polarization direction. The clipping at the bottom and left is caused by the gas nozzle mount. The total charge in the ring is estimated to be 10 nC per shot from Monte-Carlo simulations with the code FLUKA.
30, 31 Figure 7b shows the mean horizontal (θ x ) and vertical (θ y ) angle for the middle-right section of the cone, which is measured on a LANEX screen for 200 consecutive shots. The average ejection angle is (41 ± 1)
• , with rms horizontal divergence of (11.0 ± 0.5)
• and 20% variation in charge.
The energy of wide-angle electron beams is measured with a spectrometer composed of two dipole magnets separated by a 1 cm gap and producing a 200 mT magnetic field, for an operating range of approximately 0.5-3 MeV. A 2 mm wide copper slit is placed in front of the magnets and a LANEX screen wrapped in thin Al foil is on the back. The spectrometer is placed 5 cm from the nozzle and oriented at an angle of 45
• to the laser axis. A sample single-shot spectrum is presented in Figure 8a , corresponding to a mean energy of 1.1 MeV with 55% energy spread. The tilt indicates that the energy is higher in the inner section of the cone, close to the laser polarization axis (θ y = 0), in agreement with the theoretical predictions reported in Section 2. The energy and 
DISCUSSION
Laser-wakefield accelerators have the intrinsic property of emitting a low-energy nC-level electron beam in a wide cone aligned with the laser propagation direction. This cone is hollow when injection into the bubble does not occur and high-energy forward electron beams are not produced. When injection occurs, the cone fills in with more energetic electrons. In both cases, a correlation is observed between ejection angle and electron energy. For angles greater than approximately 30
• , the electron energy is about 1-2 MeV. When moving towards the central axis of the cone, the energy increases. For example, it is about 4 MeV at 20
• and can be greater than 10 MeV for angles smaller than 10
• . Changes in laser and plasma parameters mostly affect the inner part of the cone, which can be empty or filled with the most energetic electrons, whereas the outer section is stable, with little variation in energy at a given angle. The charge, however, can vary substantially across the entire cone, typically increasing with plasma density and laser amplitude a 0 . Hot spots corresponding to higher charge density can also appear, with patterns depending on laser and plasma parameters.
Wide-angle electron beams can be useful for applications requiring a high flux of electrons or bremsstrahlung photons over a large area, but can also be source of unwanted noise or radiation. The bremsstrahlung photon spectrum produced by a 2 MeV electron beam with 50% energy spread after interaction with different materials of the same thickness (5 mm) is shown in Figure 9 . The integrated flux over all energies generated, for example, in aluminium, stainless steel and copper is about 5 × 10 −2 photons/primary, which corresponds to more than 3 × 10 7 photons per shot for a charge of 100 pC. Since wide-angle beams are produced with high-repeatability at each laser shot, the amount of radiation emitted is substantial both in a single shot and accumulated over time. In conclusion, we have investigated theoretically and experimentally the properties of wide-angle electron beams produced by laser-wakefield accelerators in the process leading to the bubble formation. We show that beams with 1-2 MeV energy and nC level charge are emitted in a forward cone with aperture angle of about 30
• from the laser propagation axis. This cone is hollow when plasma electrons are not injected into the bubble and fills in with more energetic electrons when injection occurs and high-energy forward beams are produced. Oblique electrons therefore appear as a high-charge background halo around the high-energy short bunches accelerated inside the bubble. Because of the high charge, wide-angle beams can generate a significant amount of bremsstrahlung radiation and they can cause damage to equipments, which is a particular concern for laser-plasma accelerators based on capillaries. Wide-angle electron beams can also carry a significant fraction of laser energy out of the plasma, limiting the efficiency of the accelerator.
